Sample Question Paper for JET-2019 FTII /SRFTI-ENTRANCE EXAM:
Descriptive Section : Date 18th Feb 2019.
Each Question Carries 10 Marks.
Sample Questions for Cinematography Course | FTII- ENTRANCE EXAM :
Q-4. Why in ceratin films are Shot in black and while while most of the Films are Colour?
Q-5 What is the Meaning for "Day for Night " in cinematography. Explain with 2 examples where
it was used ?
Q-6. What is Full hd, 2k, 4k,6k Means in Digital Cinematography world. ?
Sample Questions for Direction and Screenplay writing Course| FTII- ENTRANCE EXAM .
Q. 5.How as a Director, you can use Film festivals to promote your film
Q.6.Explain the importance of "Sink Sound" from Directors point of view. How it is useful.
Sample Questions for Film and Video Editing Course | FTII- ENTRANCE EXAM .
Imp questions: day-18th feb. sample paper questions
7. A)In the long shot a girl kicks the right foot of the boy with her left foot and walks out
right of camera. B) In the mid shot she kicks the right foot of the boy with her right foot
and walks out right of camera. Explain how you will make a smooth cut from long shot
to mid shot.
8. Explain the the underlying idea of-parallel cutting- in the structure of the scene.
9 . Explain the comparative advantages and disadvantages of Master Scene Technique
and Triple Take Technique
Sample Questions for Acting Course | FTII- ENTRANCE EXAM .
6.Write the Characteristic Highlight of one of your close relatives?
7. What happens when you get a script in your hand ?What would you do if you found any
dissimilarities between you and the character you are paying?
8. Write a scene to describe what happens after the end of the play that you have seen?
Note: Kindly note that i will not be providing answers to the above questions .You need to find
them Yourself.
all the best.
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